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Overview

Collections and materials
Research support
Copyright and IP support
Research data management
Upcoming library events
What is research data?

Over 887 Databases

86,500 + electronic journals

Over one million e-books
Interlibrary Loan

Request books and other materials from other libraries.

Articles can be scanned and delivered to you from other institutions.
Library Express Delivery (LEDs)

Available items delivered to department offices within 48 hours

Scanned articles and book chapters are delivered by email.

Request that your books be picked up from your department office and returned to the library.

LEDs (Library Express Delivery)
Lib-distribution@fsu.edu
(850) 694-2503
(850) 645-6834
The Problem of Reproducibility

Subject Librarians
One on one research support
Help conducting literature reviews
Citation management strategies and tools
Research Guides
How can we make things better?

Using copyrighted material in scholarship & teaching

Copyright management for authors & creators

Publication contract review & negotiation

Creative Commons licensing
“Research Data Management is part of the research process, and aims to make the research process as efficient as possible, and meet expectations and requirements of the university, research funders, and legislation”
Developed by the Center for Open Science

Free tool for researchers to **organize, share, and document** their research.

Serves as a scholarly commons for documentation, files, collaboration and connecting to services for artifacts of research activity.

OSF helps researchers meet and exceed federal funder requirements

Connects to tools and platforms such as: GoogleDrive, Drop Box, GitHub and Figshare

Preprint services
Library Data Resources

Data management plan consultations
Data intellectual property and copyright questions
Finding and selecting data repositories
Archiving datasets into Diginole
Help with data management tools like:
  • DMPTool
  • Open Science Framework
Upcoming Events

Research Bootcamps

- STEM Research - September 19th @ Dirac Science Library
- STEM Digital Tools - October 18th @ Dirac Science Library
- Social Sciences Research - September 21 @ Strozier Library
- Arts and Humanities Research - September 28 @ Strozier Library

Graduate Student Social: September 21 from 4-6pm @ Strozier Library

- You can come too!

Climate Science Symposium

- November 1, 2018 at the Dirac Science Library
- Program TBD
Questions/Comments

Thank You